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Hey Everybody -- T.G.I.F.....
....There's a lot of ''1-2-3'' goin out the door....Meaning there's too
much F.Blight showing up in too many places.
....Most Guys involved in the fray seem to be doing a decent job on
the SecondaryScab.... But we are getting too many Rains for them Boys.
If we can't get any Really-Dry-Warm-Weather to help us, we need to
just keep after it with the 5 Lb-Cap80WDG every 7-10 Days.
....Q & A ... Yup, We really like several Calcium Products....But it is the
RidgeCAL-BPC-Phite-Plus you were referring to....with the SeaWeed and
the Zinc... along with the 15%''Phite'' and the Calcium....a very Excellent
Calcium Tool....Very Cost-Effective when you seriously consider all the
Good-Stuff that is in this Formulation.
Ya'll are up-tospeed on the Hi-Test-Phite in this product and all the advantages that it
brings ...and of course the SeaWeed.
There is absolutely no other Calcium product that gets into the Fruit any
Faster than this one.
....Cornell did some serious work in the Hudson Valley using AzaGuard
with OxiDate 2.0...on SWDs....Resulting in: '''...reduction of SWD Eggs
and Larvae by 100% and 77.78%...... And prior to OviPosition, a 90%
Mortality rate of SWD.''' Kinda Cool....Especially for the OrganicProduction Folks.
.... '''Peace...Is that brief glorious moment in History when everyone
stands around reloading.''' ....Thomas Jefferson
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....Can you believe it that in that agr.news I Fwd'd to You Guys,
Jeff Alicandro was mentioning '''7-plus-Hail-Storms''' they have had
in the Wayne County N.Y. Area...???!!!! OMGosh...Pitiful.
....Q & A -- Yes--The new Grandevo WDG comes in a 20 lb.Bag....
Labeled on every Crop we deal with plus Okra and Pineapple .... It is
Zero-0- Da.PHI..... 4 Hr.R.E.I. This stuff is getting some very good
Press about SWD Control ....But most of Ya'll have been impressed
with it for European Red Mite Control and also all Aphid controls ....
in the last several years....with the ''WP'' formulation.
....Sweet Fancy Moses.... Where those Apples are light on the
Tree, they're over 2+1/2 Inches already !!!!
....Weekly Foliar Calcium Applns on Honeys is really crucial....
Every 10-14 Days on every other Bitter-Pit-Susceptible Varieties.
Happy Weekend...... God is Great .... Beer is good.... r
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